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Seventy-five years ago, on August 20, 1947, the Nuremberg Code was 

introduced to the World. This landmark document was the culmination of the so-

called Doctors' Trials that were held after World War II. Since then, it has ever served 

as an ethical code to protect people’s dignity, establishing the non-negotiable rights to 

informed consent and to refuse medical interventions. Today, as we face the largest 

medical experiment in the history of mankind and rampant disregard for the human 

soul and dignity, the Nuremberg Code is more relevant than ever. 

One would expect the 75th anniversary of the most important Code in medical 

ethics to be officially honored in Germany, whose wartime medical experimentation 

on humans justified the urgent need for these protective rules. Far from it. Instead, the 

anniversary event in Nuremberg was held by the movement called Physicians for 

Enlightenment in cooperation with the World Council for Health1. The association 

around the prominent German Professor Sucharit Bhakdi supported the event by a 

generous donation.  

Speakers there included Vera Sharav, a survivor of the Nazi Holocaust and a 

fighter for the strict observance of medical ethics.2 In her remarkable speech, “Never 

Again Is Now, Unless We All Resist,” she called for, among other things, defiance of 

global digitalization.3 

Why would a Holocaust survivor choose to revive her most terrible memories 

and endure the verbal filth of the State propaganda (the events around Vera Sharav's 

visit to Germany are worth another article)? To answer this, we need to look more 

closely into the threat of digitalization. 

The Threat of Digitalization of People & Money 

How is it possible for modern technology – so useful, convenient, and 

seemingly benign – to become a major threat to our health freedom and our lives? And 

what must we do to protect ourselves and our families? 

Digitalization would allow more comprehensive totalitarian control than the 

worst dictatorships could ever have dreamed of. In his book Permanent Record, Edward 

Snowden warned us about Big Tech’s compilation of all of our personal data. This 

article will explore what the so-called “elites” plan to do with it.  

There are just four steps from bodily integrity and dignity to the entire loss of 

our basic rights and self-determined life. We are sliding down this slippery slope right 

now. 



The first three steps planned for us and our children are for us to be “fed” into 

the Internet of Bodies (IoB) and in follow-up to these steps, the fourth step is a forced 

conversion from cash and currency to a mandatory digital currency.4 

Step 1 – Using an External Device 

The first step involves electronic devices kept on or physically connected to our 

bodies. Of utmost concern is the Number 1 external device – our smartphone. 

Perversely, these devices spy upon us. They collect and transmit data based upon body 

contact through sensors and then extract and analyze data from videos, sound 

recordings, and the like. 

Still, smartphones are a great personal tool, but they are now being used against 

personal freedom in China in another way. Currently, people there cannot leave home 

without their smartphones as they must scan and declare their "health status" in order 

to use a bus, to enter a supermarket, pump gas at a gas station, travel to another city 

district, and more. If one’s health status displayed on the smartphone switches from a 

“green checkmark” (meaning, “go”) to a “red cross” (“stop”), one is, in effect, nearly 

subjected to house arrest. 

Under the guise of health necessity and public welfare, COVID-19 passports 

were introduced and mutated into the tool of totalitarian control through the social 

credit system in China. “The health code should have been used to prevent the spread of the 

pandemic, but now it has deviated from its original role and become something like a good 

citizen certificate,” said Qiu, a depositor in eastern Jiangsu province. 

In early June 2022, several hundred annoyed Chinese bank customers, whose 

accounts had previously been frozen, planned to travel to Henan province’s capital for 

a protest. However, this was swiftly thwarted by the Chinese authorities in advance 

when the health codes of the COVID-19 app on the protesters' cellphones suddenly 

turned “red” upon arrival in Zhengzhou or, in some cases, immediately after they had 

gone online and tried to reserve a train ticket to the capital.5 

The bottom line of such a system is: obey or starve. 

This is quite a blueprint, and we have seen features of it being instituted or 

proposed in countries around the World. We must act to circumvent any efforts in this 

direction and prevent rollout of any such system, even when presented to us as a 

public-health measure.  

Step 2 – Chips inside Our Bodies 

Next, chips are to be inserted in the human body. They can be swallowed or 

surgically implanted which is common knowledge. Looking at the so-called Corona 

crisis I wonder if it also can be injected. 

People have been pressured and coerced to accept what we have been told are 

COVID-19 vaccines, while the information that COVID-19 is easily and inexpensively 

treatable has been suppressed. Doctors are even banned from treating it with these 



inexpensive and effective treatments. It is obvious that the COVID-19 injection is of 

critical importance to the self-proclaimed “elites” running this project – such as the Bill 

& Melinda Gates Foundation and the Rockefeller Foundation, to name just two big 

players and known advocates of eugenics.  

The experimental gene therapy currently used against COVID-19 has been re-

labeled as “vaccination” in order to give the impression that it is something 

commonplace, beneficial, and necessary.6 Billions of people have already been 

subjected to this medical experiment and likely got the nano chips injected. And the 

“elites” are still pressing on. World Economic Forum (WEF) even sees "solid," 

"rational," and "ethical" reasons to consider implanting children with microchips, 

including brain implants.7 

Step 3 – Merging Our Bodies with Technology 

Next is the phase where electronic devices would “fully merge” with the human 

body and function together through a real-time remote connection or, more precisely, 

remote mind control.  

Artificial intelligence learns from us, and we teach it to control us! WEF’s 

Founder and Executive Chairman Klaus Schwab's top advisor Yuval Noah Harari calls 

humans “hackable animals” who can be manipulated if governments have enough 

data and computer power. He denies people’s soul and free will and calls it the 

inevitable future.8 

Schwab calls this the “Fourth Industrial Revolution,” where “it changes you, 

your identity.”9 He ties this in with a total transformation of society, where you will 

“own nothing and be happy.”10 

Step 4 – Role of Digital Currency Rollout 

How do you get a normal human being to do such a thing to his mind and 

dignity? By means of the Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC).11  

Agustin Carstens, General Manager of the Bank for International Settlements 

(BIS) – which is an international, supra-governmental institution and the World’s top 

central bank above all countries’ central banks – explains that digital money will give 

the BIS and central banks absolute control over our lives. According to him, they even 

have technology to enforce it.12 

By connecting digital identity technology per the above with digital currency, 

you get a system in which your money can be programmed to “work” only if you have 

been obedient – taken all of your vaccinations, not spoken out, etc. 

CBDC is the final step toward the New World Order – a way of life in which 

self-determination, self-responsibility, and personal integrity are not allowed for. 

Artificially induced shortages and artificially inflated prices are expected to cause a 

global “Stockholm syndrome.” The talk is of Universal Basic Income (UBI), which 

people would accommodate as their salvation, as a way out of misery, and distributed, 



sadly enough, by the same hand that took it all away from them in the first place. UBI 

will be paid out by means of programmable money called CBDC. When central banks 

program crypto money, they will already have the rules of spending. This is how 

digital solutions work. 

Or, would we have to earn the digital money by specific civic effort and coerced 

behavior? U.S. patent number WO/2020/060606, which was registered on March 26, 

2020, would say “yes.” Owned by Microsoft Technology Licensing LLC, this U.S. 

patent was granted international protection on April 22, 2020. 

Titled "Cryptocurrency System Using Body Activity Data," this patent is about 

mining currency through body and other activities. A chip that monitors the daily 

physical activity of the person will be placed in his or her body; and if specific 

conditions are met, the person will receive certain bonuses that can be spent on some 

affordable item the person wants.13  

Where Does Our Power Lie? 

Are you outraged at these efforts to make us “hackable animals,” link our very 

bodies to central computerized mechanisms through an “Internet of Bodies,” and 

control us remotely, not acknowledging our soul and free will? Our children with 

brain implants? And being given an allowance if we behave properly? 

If you, like me, feel strongly about protecting your life as you know it, the one 

thing you must know is that the place where you have real power is in preventing the 

sharing of your personal data as much as possible. As hard as that might seem, there 

are actually some simple steps to begin taking back our power and counter the tyranny 

of the psychopathic technocrats:  

Make Vera Sharav’s message heard and follow Corey Lynn's smart hints in “22 

Ways to Stop Vaccine ID Passports in 2022 and Why We Must”!14 

The easiest among these steps to taking back control are: 

• non-compliance; 

• using cash as often as possible;  

• taking responsibility for the privacy of your personal data – if you don’t control 

your personal data, those in possession of it will control you;  

• removing free dispensable apps from your phones, as these apps make their money 

from the sale of your information; 

• supporting the local farmers and family businesses so you won’t be blackmailed 

by the coming government-manufactured food shortages; and 

• joining the “Global Walk Out” at www.globalwalkout.com 

Together we must stand and say: 

• “No“ to the digital ID 

• “No“ to the CBDC 



• “No“ to the misuse of our personal data 

• “No“ to any form of violation of our dignity 

And please remember to educate and inspire your family, friends, colleagues, 

and neighbors. It is about our common survival. It is about the future of our children. 

_________ 

 

About the author: Mascha Orel is the international spokesperson of We for Humanity, an 

international association founded by survivors of the Nazi Holocaust, their descendants, and other 

people of good will. See https://we-for-humanity.org/en/. 
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